
THE  VERACITY OF PHOTOGRAPHY

with some thoughts on manipulation, ethics, history, 
and how photographs acquire meaning
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In one new aspect of computational photography, a dome
contains hundreds of precisely positioned flash units. A high-
speed camera captures a frame as each flash fires in
sequence. Computers can then relight the scene as they
reconstruct it.
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Pictures Posing Questions

The next steps in photography could blur reality

Patrick L. Barry

When a celebrity appears in a fan-magazine photo, there's no telling whether the person ever wore the clothes
depicted or visited that locale. The picture may have been "photoshopped," we say, using a word coined from the
name of the popular image-editing software, Adobe Photoshop.

But today's image processing is just a prelude. Imagine
photographs in which the lighting in the room, the position of the
camera, the point of focus, and even the expressions on people's
faces were all chosen after the picture was taken. The moment
that the picture beautifully captures never actually happened.
Welcome to the world of computational photography, arguably the
biggest step in photography since the move away from film.

Digital photography replaced the film in traditional cameras with a
tiny wafer of silicon. While that switch swapped the darkroom for
far more-powerful image-enhancement software, the camera itself
changed little. Its aperture, shutter, flash, and other components
remained essentially the same.

Computational photography, however, transforms the act of
capturing the image. Some researchers use curved mirrors to
distort their camera's field of view. Others replace the camera
lens with an array of thousands of microlenses or with a virtual
lens that exists only in software. Some use what they call smart
flashes to illuminate a scene with complex patterns of light, or set
up domes containing hundreds of flashes to light a subject from
many angles. The list goes on: three-dimensional apertures,
multiple exposures, cameras stacked in arrays, and more.

In the hands of professional photographers and filmmakers, the
creative potential of these technologies is tremendous. "I expect it
to lead to new art forms," says Marc Levoy, a professor of
computer science at Stanford University.

Medicine and science could also benefit from imaging techniques
that transcend the limitations of conventional microscopes and
telescopes. The military is interested as well. The Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, for example, has funded
research on camera arrays that can see through dense foliage.
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Is one of these pictures is more “truthful” than the other?

What do you need to know about a picture to understand the opinions of it’s maker?

Some conclusions:

Making photographs is a conscious and directed 
activity where choices are made in an effort to 
express an opinion.

Photographs are a form of story telling or myth-
making, and myths are what we use to understand 
and explain our world. 

We need stories to survive.

A photograph is like an empty vessel - on it’s own 
and without context, it has little meaning - it’s 
merely a representation of reflected light. But if a 
photograph connects to something we understand, 
or at least THINK we understand, it becomes a 
vessel that we fill with personal meaning.  And 
personal meaning has very little to do with truth or 
veracity.  

The act of giving meaning to a photograph is 
ultimately more common and more powerful than 
overt manipulation.



The paradox of 
photography:

To believe 
wholeheartedly 
in what we see 
with our eyes 
while maintaining 
a healthy 
skepticism.




